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BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis∗Gwenaël Delaval , Hervé Marhand , Eri RuttenThème COM � Systèmes ommuniantsÉquipes-Projets VerTeCs and SardesRapport de reherhe n° 7111 � November 24, 2009 � 25 pages
Abstrat: We desribe the extension of a reative programming language with a behavioralontrat onstrut. It is partiularly dediated to the programming of reative ontrol of appli-ations in embedded systems, and involves priniples of the supervisory ontrol of disrete eventsystems. Our ontribution is in a language approah where modular disrete ontroller synthesis(DCS) is integrated, and it is onretized in the enapsulation of DCS into a ompilation pro-ess. From transition system spei�ations of possible behaviors, DCS automatially produesontrollers that make the ontrolled system satisfy the property given as objetive. Our languagefeatures and ompiling tehnique hene provide orretness-by-onstrution in that sense, andenhane reliability and veri�ability. An appliation domain partiularly targeted at is that ofadaptive and reon�gurable systems: losed-loop adaptation mehanisms enable �exible exeu-tion of funtionalities w.r.t. hanging resoure and environment onditions. Our language anserve programming suh adaption ontrollers. This paper partiularly desribes the ompilationof the language. We present a method for the modular appliation of disrete ontroller synthe-sis on synhronous programs, and its integration in the BZR language. We onsider struturedprograms, as a omposition of nodes, and �rst apply DCS on partiular nodes of the program, inorder to redue the omplexity of the ontroller omputation; then, we allow the abstration ofparts of the program for this omputation; and �nally, we show how to reompose the di�erentontrollers omputed from di�erent abstrations for their orret o-exeution with the initialprogram. Our work is illustrated with examples, and we present quantitative results about itsimplementation.Key-words: Disrete ontroller synthesis, modularity, omponents, ontrats, synhronousprogramming, adaptive and reon�gurable systems
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Contrats BZR pour la synthèse de ontr�leurs disretsmodulaireRésumé : Nous dérivons l'extension d'un langage de programmation réative par un onstru-teur de ontrat omportemental. Elle vise partiulièrement la programmation du ontr�le réatifd'appliations dans les systèmes embarqués, et omporte des prinipes de ontr�le supervisédes systèmes à événements disrets. Notre ontribution est dans une approhe orientée langageoù la synthèse de ontr�leurs disrets (SCD) est intégrée, et est onrétisée par l'enapsulationde la SCD dans le proessus de ompilation. A partir de spéi�ations des omportementspossibles sous forme de systèmes de transitions, la SCD produit automatiquement des ontr�-leurs qui font que le systême ontr�lé satisfait la prpriété donnée omme objetif de ontr�le.Les instrutions de notre langage et sa ompilation assurent don en e sens la orretion paronstrution, et favorisent la �abilité et la véri�abilité. Un domaine d'appliation partiulière-ment visé est elui des systèmes adaptatifs et reon�gurables : des méanismes d'adaptation enboule fermée permettent l'exéution �exible de fontionalités vis-à-vis de ressoures et de ondi-tions d'environnement hangeants. Notre langage peut servir à programmer de tels ontr�leursd'adaptation orrets.Ce rapport dérit plus partiulièrement la ompilation du langage. Nous présentons une mé-thode pour l'appliation modulaire de la SCD sur des programmes synhrones, et son intégrationdans la langage BZR. Nous onsidérons des programmes struturés, omme une ompositon den÷uds, et appliquons d'abord la SCD aux n÷uds partiuliers du programme, de façon à ré-duire la omplexité du alul du ontr�leur; ensuite, nous permettons l'abstration de parties duprogramme pour e alul; en�n, nous montrons omment reomposer les di�érents ontr�leursalulés à partir des di�érentes abstrations, pour leur o-exéution orrete ave le programmeinitial. Notre travail est illustré par des exemples, et nous présentons des résultats quantitatifsquant à sa mise en ÷uvre.Mots-lés : Synthèse de ontr�leurs disrets, modularité, ontrats, programmation synhrone,systèmes adaptatifs et reon�gurables



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 31 MotivationsWe integrate disrete ontroller synthesis (DCS) into a modular ompilation proess for a syn-hronous language: BZR, with motivations onerning the design of programming languages,the use of DCS, and the ontrol of adaptive and reon�gurable systems.Programming languages. We propose a ompilation onretely exploiting a representationof the dynamial behavior of the program. Whereas lassially, ompilation onsiders propertiesholding for all states (i.e., stati), we propose a tehnique to onsider, in the ompilation, stateand path-dependent aspets (i.e., dynamial) [20℄.DCS is a onstrutive operation, as it omputes not a diagnosti about orretness, but aorret solution. A few works exist about its integration into a programming language frame-work [3℄. We assoiate it to a ontrat mehanism, making it easier to use by programmersand favoring salability (see further). Symmetrially, we propose a new point of view on thedesign by ontrats priniple: our programming language allows ontrats to be enfored innon-deterministi programs, instead of being heked or proved orret.Disrete ontroller synthesis. The modular appliation of DCS, whih we are addressingin this paper, is based on ontrat enforement and abstration of omponents, with the aimof improving the salability of the tehniques devoted to DCS. Furthermore, the integration ofthese tehniques in a high-level programming language also ontributes to make it more widelyuseable in omputer systems, and to study implementations of the ontrollers at a higher levelthan programmable logi ontrollers used in automation.Control of adaptive and reon�gurable systems. Embedded systems have to be pre-ditable, for safety-ritiality issues. They also more and more have to be able of dynamialadaptivity and reon�guration, in reation to environment hanges, related to resoures or de-pendability. This requires abilities for sensing the state of a system, deiding, based on a rep-resentation of the system, upon reon�guration ations, and performing and exeuting them.These funtionalities are assembled into a deision loop as illustrated in Figure 1(a).
exeuterepresentationsystem

systemmanaged
deisionpoliy / strategy

monitor(a) Adaptive system. modelautomaton
systemmanaged

BZR program
exeutemonitorDCS trlr

(b) BZR program-ming.Figure 1: BZR programming of adaptation ontrol.Approah followed in our work. We want to ombine these two di�erent requirements, i.e.,to be adaptive and preditable. Our programming language is speially suited for user-friendlydesign of safe ontrol loops of adaptive systems, relying on disrete ontrol theory tehniques. Itseparates onerns, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), by supporting separate spei�ation of, on oneRR n° 7111



4 Delavalt, Marhand & Ruttenhand, the possible behaviors of the omponents, and on the other hand,the ontrol objetives forthe omponents assembly. From these two spei�ations, DCS an automatially generate, if asolution exists, a orret ontrol deision omponent.Outline of the paper. Setion 2 brie�y realls notions upon whih we base our ontribu-tion (synhronous mode automata, DCS). Setion 3 desribes the BZR programming language,extending the previous ones with a notion of ontrat. Setion 4 then formally desribes theompilation of this language, where DCS operations are applied upon nodes with ontrats.Setion 5 outlines implementation and Setion 6 disusses performanes and salability.2 Context2.1 Synhronous mode automataWe plae our work in the framework of reative systems and synhronous programming [5℄, andadopt its lassial basi notions. More partiularly, we will adopt notations inspired from theLuid Synhrone language, onerning mixed data�ow and automata onstrut [9℄.2.1.1 BehaviorFor our examples, we onsider programs expressed as synhronous Moore mahines, with paralleland hierarhial omposition. The states of suh mahines de�ne data-�ow equations, as inLuid Synhrone or Lustre. At eah step, aording to inputs and urrent state values, equationsassoiated to the urrent state produe outputs, and onditions on transitions are evaluated inorder to determine the state for next step. Figure 2 illustrates an example. Ar the highestlevel, we have a three-state automaton, initially in state A, assoiated with equation y = false.Upon ondition c, it takes the transition to state B, whih is itself assoiated with the parallelomposition of three sub-nodes: two sub-automata and one simple equation, de�ning y in terms of
y1 and y2 de�ned in eah of the sub-automata, by equations assoiated with the states, followingthe same priniple as previously for state A. Upon c ∧ d, a transition is taken to state C, fromwhere, upon d, a transition is taken to A.

A

y = false

C

y = true

Idle y1 = false

Act y1 = true

cc

Idle y2 = false

Act y2 = true

dd

y = y1 ∧ y2

c

c ∧ d

d

Figure 2: Mixed state / data�ow example2.1.2 StrutureFor salability and abstration purpose, synhronous programs are strutured in nodes, with aname f , inputs x1, . . . , xn, outputs y1, . . . , yp and delarations D. yi variables are to be de�nedINRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 5in D, using operations between values of xj and yj . Figure 3 gives the graphial syntax ofnode de�nitions. The nodes are the abstration level we will use in BZR to perform modularappliation of disrete ontroller synthesis.
f(x1, . . . , xn) = y1, . . . , yp

DFigure 3: Node de�nition graphial syntaxThe program of Figure 2 an then be strutured as in Figure 4. The high-level automaton isspei�ed in node de�ning f , with inputs c and d, and output y, and with state B is assoiateda an equation alling g. The latter is de�ned as a node with a body with three equations inparallel, two of whih alling the node h. Finally, node f is de�ned with a body ontaining atwo-state automaton, with assoiated equations in the states.
h(a, b) = y

Idle y = false

Act y = true

ab

g(c, d) = y

y1 = h(c, c)

y2 = h(d, d)

y = y1 ∧ y2

f(c, d) = y

A

y = false

C

y = true

B y = g(c, d)

c

c ∧ d

d

Figure 4: Strutured program example2.1.3 Corresponding transition systemBehavior of suh programs an be represented by a transition system, as illustrated in Figure 5,in its equational form. Synhronous ompilers essentially ompute this transition system fromsoure programs, partiularly handling the synhronous parallel omposition of nodes. For anode f as in Figure 3, a transition funtion Trans takes as inputs X as well as the urrent statevalue, and produes the next state value. The latter is memorized by State for the next step.The output funtion Out takes the same inputs as T , and produes the outputs Y . We will usethis representation to explain the notion of DCS, and to illustrate the behavior of our language.2.2 Disrete Controller SynthesisDisrete ontroller synthesis (DCS), emerged in the 80's [19, 7℄ allows to use onstrutive meth-ods, that ensure, o�-line, required properties on the system behavior. DCS is an operation thatapplies on a transition system (originally unontrolled), where inputs X are partitioned intoRR n° 7111



6 Delavalt, Marhand & Rutten
X

Trans State Out
YFigure 5: Transition system for a programunontrollable (Xu) and ontrollable variables (Xc). It is applied with a given ontrol objetive:a property that has to be enfored by ontrol. In this work, we onsider essentially invariane ofa subset of the state spae.The purpose of DCS is to obtain a ontroller, whih is a onstraint on values of ontrollablevariables Xc, funtion of the urrent state and the values of unontrollable inputs Xu, suh thatall remaining behaviors satisfy the property given as objetive. The synthesized ontroller ismaximally permissive, it is therefore a priori a relation; it an be transformed into a ontrolfuntion (up to the maximality). This is illustrated in Figure 6, where the transition system ofFigure 5, as yet unontrolled, is omposed with the synthesized ontroller Ctrlr, whih is fedwith unontrollable inputs Xu and the urrent state value from State, in order to produe thevalues of ontrollables Xc whih are enforing the ontrol objetive. The transition system thentakes X = Xu ∪ Xc as input and performs a step.Modular DCS. In the appliations we are onsidering, transitions systems are the startingpoint to model fragments of a large sale system, whih usually onsists of several omposedand nested subsystems. To avoid state spae explosion indued by the onurrent nature of thesystems, there has been a growing interest in designing algorithms that perform the ontrollersynthesis phase by taking advantage of the struture of the system without expanding the system.For the ompositional aspet one an onsider the works of [10, 21, 2℄. More related to ourframework are the methods of [14, 1, 13, 17℄. However, their models is di�erent from ours(asynhronous vs synhronous) as well as the way the low-level ontrolled system is abstratedin order to ompute the ontroller of a higher level.2.3 Their ombinationsThere is previous work on the integration of DCS in a synhronous programming environment.Initially related to the Polyhrony environment, Sigali [16℄ is a tool that o�ers funtionalitiesfor veri�ation of synhronous reative systems and disrete ontroller synthesis. It manipu-lates Symboli Transitions Systems (See Setion 4.1), an equational and symboli representationof automata. A wide variety of properties, suh as invariane, reahability and attrativity,optimality w.r.t. to some quantitative riteria an be ensured by ontrol. In the Polyhronyenvironment, DCS is available as a formal tool amongst others, but not integrated at the pro-gramming language-level. A methodology for property-enforing layers was proposed, [3℄ relatedto Mode Automata, but did not propose the language-level integration of objetives and DCSCtrlr Trans StateXu

Xc Out
YXFigure 6: Controlled transition system INRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 7operations, as we do here. A deeper integration was proposed in a domain-spei� languagealled Nemo [11℄, but that work remained at the front-end of synhronous ompilation, whereasour work proposes full integration.2.4 Contrats, validation and DCSThe notion of �design by ontrats� have been introdued �rst in the Ei�el language [18℄; ontratsare require/ensure pairs on Ei�el funtions whih are then used at ompilation time to adddefensive ode to these funtions. The same design priniple have been extended for reativesystems in [15℄, where reative programs are given logial-time ontrats, validated automatiallyby model-heking. We use here the same priniple of logial-time ontrat, the di�erene withthis latter work is essentially that our ontrats are enfored by ontroller synthesis, instead ofbeing validated. A more generi model of ontrats has been proposed in [6℄, where an algebra ofontrats is de�ned. This latter approah allow to onsider the relation between set of ontratsde�ning one system, whereas our language only allow one ontrat to be assoiated to onenode/implementation.On the use of ontrats for ontroller synthesis, [4℄ proposes a synthesis method based onthe game theory, where ontrats are used as assumptions to help the synthesis proess. Themodular aspet of the �design by ontrat� approah is not exploited.Another related approah is interfae synthesis [8℄: the di�erene is that it is about on-straining the environment of a omponent so that the omponent is used orretly, whereas inthis work we onstrain the omponent so that it works orretly whatever the environment does(within the assumptions) : the latter way is a more usual appliation of DCS. In partiular, atthe uppermost level, the assumption is taken as a hypothesis, to be heked by the programmer,in a way similar to the synhrony hypothesis, whih has to be heked by the programmer onhis system; on this basis the ontroller enfores the �guarantee� part. However, one an think ofenforing a guaranty ondition at the top level but without any assumptions on the environmentvariables.3 The BZR languageIn this setion we desribe the original language onstrut whih we add to the mode automatalanguage introdued previously. We then show an example illustrating how it an be used todesign ontrollers in a modular way.3.1 Nodes with ontratsWe de�ne basi ontrat nodes, and then omposite ontrat nodes, eah time giving the orre-sponding DCS problem, whih will be solved at ompilation.3.1.1 Basi BZR node, with a ontratDe�nition As illustrated in Figure 7, we assoiate to eah node f a ontrat, whih is aprogram assoiated with two outputs : an output eA representing the environment model of thenode and an invariane prediate eG that should be satis�ed by the node. Its inputs are theinputs xi and outputs yi of the node f . At the node level, we assume the existene of a set
C = {c1, . . . , cn} of ontrollable variables, that will be further used for ensuring this objetive.This ontrat means that the node will be ontrolled, i.e., that values will be given to c1, . . . , cnsuh that, given any input trae yielding eA at eah instant, the output trae will yield the truevalue for eG at eah instant. This will be done by DCS. One an remark that the ontrat anRR n° 7111



8 Delavalt, Marhand & Ruttenitself feature a program, e.g., automata, observing traes, and de�ning states (for example anerror state where eG is false, to be kept outside an invariant subspae). Also, one an de�neseveral suh nodes with instanes of the same body, that di�er in assumptions and enforements.
f(x1, . . . , xn) = (y1, . . . , yp)

eA =⇒ eG

with c1, . . . , cq

y1 = f1(x1, . . . , xn, c1, . . . , cq)
· · ·
yp = fp(x1, . . . , xn, c1, . . . , cq)Figure 7: BZR node graphial syntaxCorresponding DCS problem For the ompilation of suh a BZR node, we will enode itinto a DCS problem where, assuming eA (produed by the ontrat program, whih will be partof the transition system), we will obtain a ontroller for the objetive of enforing eG (i.e., makinginvariant the sub-set of states where eA ⇒ eG is true), with ontrollable variables C.
Trans State OutCTrC StC

Outbody eA, eG

Sc

Sb

ontrat
yk

xj

ci Figure 8: BZR node transition systemThis is illustrated in Figure 8, re-using instanes of the transition system of Figure 5: one forthe ontrat (with transition funtion TrC, state memory StC and output funtion OutC) andone for the body of the node. The ontrat program has aess to the node inputs x1, . . . , xn andoutputs y1, . . . , yp of the body. Its outputs are eA and eG, and the variables c1, . . . , cq are inputsof the body. We show expliitly the states Sc of the ontrat and Sb of the body for explanationpurposes.Then in Figure 9, we see how the ontroller is synthesized and integrated in order to obtainthe ontrat enforing node, similarly to Figure 6. The global state omprises both body stateand ontrat program state, and is taken as input by the ontroller, as well as the (unontrollable)inputs x1, . . . , xn and ontrat Boolean outputs eA and eG. INRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 9
Ctrlr ci eA, eG

Sb

Sc

xj
yk

BZR nodetransitionsystemFigure 9: BZR node as DCS problem3.1.2 BZR omposite nodeDe�nition A omposite BZR node has a ontrat of itself, and sub-nodes whih are also BZRnodes, with their own ontrats, as illustrated in Figure 10. Sub-nodes may ommuniate. Thisis where modularity gets involved, and the information about ontrats of the sub-nodes, whihis visible at the level of the omposite, will be re-used for the ompilation of the omposite node.
f(x1, . . . , xn) = (y1, . . . , yp)

eA =⇒ eG

with c1, . . . , cq

f1(x11, . . . , x1n, c1, . . . , cq) = (y11, . . . , y1p)
eA1 =⇒ eG1

· · ·
fp(xp1

, . . . , xpn
, c1, . . . , cq) = (yp1

, . . . , ypp
)

eAp =⇒ eGpFigure 10: BZR omposite nodeThe objetive is still to ontrol the body, with the use of the ontrollable variables c1, . . . , cq,so that eG is true, assuming that eA is true. But here, we have information on sub-nodes, so thatwe an assume not only eA, but also, in the ase of two sub-nodes, (eA1 ⇒ eG1) and (eA2 ⇒ eG2).Aordingly, the problem beomes that: assuming eA, (eA1 ⇒ eG1) and (eA2 ⇒ eG2), we wantto enfore eA1, eA2 and eG. In partiular, ontrol at the level of the omposite takes are ofenforing assumptions of the sub-nodes.Corresponding DCS problem The ontrol objetive is to make invariant the subset of stateswhere eA ⇒ eG ∧ eA1 ∧ eA2 is true. This objetive is applied on the global transition systemomposing the ontrat and the body of the node, as well as the ontrats for eah of thesub-nodes. Note that the bodies of the sub-nodes are not used for the ontroller omputation.RR n° 7111



10 Delavalt, Marhand & RuttenInstead, we use the ontrats as an abstration of these sub-nodes. This is to partially avoid thelassial state spae explosion ourring when omputing the whole system.Figure 11 illustrates this, where only the state variables of ontrats of sub-nodes are usedby the ontroller of the upper-level node.
Trans StateOutCTrC StC

eA, eG

ontrat
xi Out

yk

eA1, eG1

ontrat1
eA2, eG2

ontrat2TrC1 OutC1TrC2 StC2 OutC2

StC1

Ctrlr cj

body Sc

Sc1

Sc2

Sb

Figure 11: BZR omposite DCS problem3.2 Example: Multi-task SystemWe now illustrate the previous setion through a simple example of a multi-task system. Thisexample is shown for readability purpose with an ad-ho graphial syntax; the whole �nal examplein onrete textual syntax an be seen in appendix A.We �rst speify the ontroller for one task, and then build a n-tasks server. We then illustratehow the omposition of two n-tasks servers in order to build a 2n-tasks server involves introduingontrollability, without whih solutions an not be found by DCS. For this, we voluntarily showpedagogi examples where the ontrol an not be found satisfatorily, before �xing them into afully working program.3.2.1 Delayable TasksFigure 12 shows the ontrol of a delayable task spei�ed in mode automata. A delayable tasktakes three inputs r, c and e: r is the task launh request from the environment, e is the endINRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 11
delayable(r,c,e) = act

Idle Wait

Active

act = false act = false

act = true

c

e r∧c

r∧¬c

Figure 12: Delayable task (graphial syntax)request, and c is meant to be a ontrollable input ontrolling whether, on request, the task isatually launhed (and therefore goes in the ative state), or delayed (and then fored by theontroller to go in the waiting state by stating the false value to c). This node outputs a boolean
act whih is true when the task is ative.The Figure 13 shows a node ntasks where n delayable tasks have been put in parallel. Thetasks are inlined i.e., their ode is expanded at the loation of the all, so as to be able toperform DCS on this node, taking into aount the tasks' states. Until now, the only interest ofmodularity is, from the programmer's point of view, to be able to give one the delayable taskode.

ntasks(c, r1, . . . , rn, e1, . . . , en)
= (a1, . . . , an)

ca1 = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an)...
can−1 = an−1 ∧ an

true

=⇒ ¬(ca1 ∨ . . . ∨ can−1)
with c1, . . . , cn

a1 = inlined delayable(r1, c1, e1)...
an = inlined delayable(rn, cn, en)Figure 13: ntasks node: n delayable tasks in parallelThis ntasks node is provided with a ontrat, stating that its omposing tasks are exlusive,i.e., that there are no two tasks in the ative state at the same instant. This is enoded in theequations de�ning on�its: cai is true if task i is ative and some other task j, i < j ≤ n isative too. This ontrat is enfored with the help of the ontrollable inputs ci. Typially, theRR n° 7111



12 Delavalt, Marhand & Ruttenexpeted behavior of the obtained ontroller is to fore to the false value the ci variables, whenthe task i is requested while another task is in the ative state.3.2.2 Contrat ompositionWe now want to reuse the ntasks node, in order to build modularly a system omposed of
2n tasks. The Figure 14 shows the parallel omposition of two ntasks nodes. We assoiate tothis omposition a new ontrat, whih role is to enfore the exlusivity of the 2n tasks.

main(r1, . . . , r2n, e1, . . . , e2n)
= (a1, . . . , a2n)

ca1 = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ . . . ∨ a2n)
. . .

ca2n−1 = a2n−1 ∧ a2n

true =⇒ ¬(ca1 ∨ . . . ∨ ca2n−1)
with ∅

(a1, . . . , an) = ntasks( r1, . . . , rn,

e1, . . . , en)
(an+1, . . . , a2n) = ntasks( rn+1, . . . , r2n,

en+1, . . . , e2n)Figure 14: Composition of two ntasks nodesIt is easy to see that the ontrat of ntasks is not preise enough to be able to omposeseveral of these nodes, beause there is no way to ontrol them to avoid that one task is ativein eah of the two subsystems. Therefore, we need to re�ne this ontrat by adding some way toexternally ontrol the ativity of the tasks.3.2.3 Contrat re�nementWe �rst add an input c, meant to be ontrollable at an upper level. The re�ned ontrat willenfore that:1. the tasks are exlusive, i.e., that there are no two tasks in the ative state at the sameinstant;2. one task is ative only at instants when the input c is true. This property, appearingin the ontrat, allows a node instantiating ntasks to forbid any ativity of the n tasksinstantiated.The Figure 15 ontains this new ntasks node.However, the ontrollability introdued here is now too strong. The synthesis will sueed,but the omputed ontroller, without knowing how c will be instantiated, will atually blok alltasks in their idle state. Indeed, if the ontroller allows one task to go in its ative state, theinput c (unontrollable at the ntasks level) an beome false at the next instant, violating theproperty to enfore. INRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 13
ntasks(c, r1, . . . , rn, e1, . . . , en)

= (a1, . . . , an)
ca1 = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an)
. . .

can−1 = an−1 ∧ an

one = a1 ∨ . . . ∨ an

true

=⇒ ¬(ca1 ∨ . . . ∨ can−1) ∧ (c ∨ ¬one)
with c1, . . . , cn

a1 = inlined delayable(r1, c1, e1)...
an = inlined delayable(rn, cn, en)Figure 15: First ontrat re�nement for the ntasks nodeThus, we propose to add an assumption to this ontrat: the input c will not beome false ifa task was ative an instant before. This assumption will be enfored orret by the ontrollerof the upper level. This new ontrat is visible in Figure 16.
ntasks(c, r1, . . . , rn, e1, . . . , en)

= (a1, . . . , an)
ca1 = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ . . . ∨ an)
. . .

can−1 = an−1 ∧ an

one = a1 ∨ . . . ∨ an

pone = false fby one
(¬pone ∨ c)

=⇒ ¬(ca1 ∨ . . . ∨ can−1) ∧ (c ∨ ¬one)
with c1, . . . , cn

a1 = inlined delayable(r1, c1, e1)
. . .

an = inlined delayable(rn, cn, en)Figure 16: Seond ontrat re�nement for the ntasks nodeWe an then use this new ntasks version for the parallel omposition, by instantiating the cinput by two ontrollable variables. This omposition an be found in Figure 17.4 BZR ompilationThis setion desribes in a formal way the ompilation proess of our language. This ompilationproess is modular, meaning that eah node will be ompiled in an independent way; and itRR n° 7111



14 Delavalt, Marhand & Rutten
main(r1, . . . , r2n, e1, . . . , e2n)

= (a1, . . . , a2n)
ca1 = a1 ∧ (a2 ∨ . . . ∨ a2n)
. . .

ca2n−1 = a2n−1 ∧ a2n

true =⇒ ¬(ca1 ∨ . . . ∨ ca2n−1)
with c1, c2

(a1, . . . , an) = ntasks(c1, r1, . . . , rn,

e1, . . . , en)
(an+1, . . . , a2n) = ntasks(c2, rn+1, . . . , r2n,

en+1, . . . , e2n)Figure 17: Two re�ned ntasks parallel ompositionomprises a disrete ontroller synthesis stage for eah of these nodes. We �rst reall the notationsused, then present the ontroller synthesis for one ontrat, and last show how the synthesizedontrollers are reombined to obtain the whole ontrolled system.4.1 Control of Symboli Transition Systems (STS)4.1.1 De�nitionsNotations. Given a set of boolean variables Z = Z1, · · · , Zk, we de�ne a valuation of Z as afuntion val : Z → B
k that assigns to eah variables in Z a value either true or false. In thesequel, we shall use X , Y , Z as vetors of boolean variables and x, y, z for a possible valuationof these vetors. Given a prediate B ∈ B[Z] a polynomial over Z and z ∈ val(Z), we denote by

B(z) ∈ B the prediate B valuated by z. We further denote z = z0.z1.z2 · · · an in�nite sequeneof valuations of Z. Given a sequene z and a prediate G ∈ B[Z], we denote z |= �G the fatthat G hold for the sequene z at every instant.
z |= �G i� z = z0.z1.z2 · · · and ∀i, G(zi).Symboli Transition Systems. We represent synhronous programs by Synhronous Sym-boli Transition Systems (STS). A STS S(X, Y, Z), de�ning a synhronous program of statevariables X ∈ B

m, input event variables Y ∈ B
n, output event variables Z ∈ B

p, is a tuple
(P, O, Q, Q0):

S =















X ′ = P (X, Y )
Z = O(X, Y )
Q(X, Y )
Q0(X)where:� the vetors X and X ′ respetively enode the urrent and next states of the system and arealled state variables (the states of the system ontain the memory neessary for desribingthe system behavior). INRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 15� P ∈ B[X, Y ] represent the transition funtion. It an be onsidered as a vetor-valuedfuntion [P1, . . . , Pn] from B
n+m to B

n. Eah polynomial omponent Pi represents theevolution of the state variable Xi. It haraterizes the dynami of the system. between theurrent state X and events Y and next state X ′.� O ∈ B[X, Y ] represents the output funtion.� Q0 ∈ B[X ] de�nes the set initial states, and Q ∈ B[X, Y, Z] the onstraints between urrentstates and events and enodes the stati part of the system (invariant for all instants t).The semantis of a STS S is that it de�nes a set of sequenes (x, y, z) suh that : Q0(x0) and
∀i,

Q(xi, xi) ∧
(

xi+1 = P (xi, xi)
)

∧
(

zi = O(xi, yi)
)

.We denote by Traces(S) this set of sequenes.STS transformations. Given two STS S1 and S2, we note by S1‖S2, the synhronous parallelomposition of S1 and S2 whih onsists in performing the onjuntion of the omposing prediateof S1 and S2, and is de�ned i� state and output variables are exlusive. Communiations betweenthe two systems are expressed via ommon inputs and outputs variables, whih are onsidered asoutputs of the omposition. Formally, S1‖S2 is a STS S1‖S2(X1∪X2, (Y1∪Y2)\(Z1∪Z2), Z1∪Z2):
S1‖S2 =















X ′
1, X

′
2 = P1(X1, Y1) ∧ P2(X2, Y2)

Z1, Z2 = (O1(X1, Y1), O2(X2, Y2))
Q1(X1, Y1) ∧ Q2(X2, Y2)
Q01(X1) ∧ Q02(X2)Finally, we denote by S ⊲ A the extension of onstraints of S with the prediate A ∈ B[X, Y, Z]:

S ⊲ A =















X ′ = P (X, Y )
Z = O(X, Y )
Q(X, Y, Z) ∧ A(X, Y, Z)
Q0(X)Contrats satisfation. In the sequel, we shall onsider properties expressed by means ofontrats that are de�ned as follows:De�nition 1 (Contrat). A ontrat is a tuple C = (Sc, A, G) where Sc(Xc, (Y ∪ Z), ∅) is aSTS, A ∈ B[Xc] and G ∈ B[Xc] are prediates.Intuitively, Sc an be seen as an abstration of a omponent program, G is the property to besatis�ed by the traes of the omponent on whih this ontrat is plaed providing the fat thatthe model of the environment A is satis�ed. For the sake of brevity and larity, we de�ne theontrat prediates A and G on only state variables of the ontrat. We remark though that thisdoes not restrit the expressiveness of these properties, as one an add dummy state variablesonstrained with inputs or outputs values, so as to be able to express properties upon inputs andoutputs variables.De�nition 2 (Contrat ful�lment). A STS S(X, Y ) ful�lls a ontrat C = (Sc, A, G), noted

S |= C, if ∀(x, xc, y, z) ∈ Traces(S‖Sc), (xc) |= �A ⇒ (xc) |= �G.RR n° 7111



16 Delavalt, Marhand & RuttenHene, a ontrat is satis�ed whenever the traes of S, omposed with Sc and satisfying �A,satisfy �G. This onstitutes one of the main di�erene with the work of [6℄, as in their framework,
A and G are assertions of any kind on traes. Our restrition is due to the tehnique used: onlysafety properties (vs liveness or equity) an be ensured by abstrated state spae exploration,and preserved by synhronous omposition.As the above de�nition does not allow to be easily applied on STS, we give below a property onontrats: the environment model an be viewed as additional onstraints of the STS omposedof S and the ontrat program Sc.Proposition 1. (S‖Sc) ⊲ A |= G ⇒ S |= (Sc, A, G).4.1.2 Contrats enforementAssume given a system S and a ontrat C on S. Our aim is to restrit the behavior of S inorder to ful�l the ontrat.The ontrol of a STS relies on a distintion between events. We distinguish between theunontrollable event variables Y uc whih are de�ned by the environment, and the ontrollableevent Y c whih are de�ned by the ontroller of the system (they are onsidered as internalvariables). Now, in order to enfore C = (Sc, A, G) with Sc(Xc, Y uc ∪ Z, ∅), A ∈ B[Xc] and
G ∈ B[Xc] on S we onsider the STS (S‖Sc) ⊲ A:

(S‖Sc) ⊲ A =















X ′, X ′c = P (X, Xc, Y c, Y uc)
Z = O(X, Xc, Y c, Y uc)
Q(X, Xc, Y c, Y uc)
Q0(X, Xc)The property we wish to enfore by ontrol on this system is given by the invariant G. Inour framework, a ontroller is a prediate K ∈ B[X, Xc, Y c, Y uc] that onstraints the set ofadmissible event so that the traes of the ontrolled system always satisfy the prediate G. Wedo not detail here how suh a ontroller an be omputed. It relies on a �x-point omputationw.r.t. the funtion Preuc(E) = {(x, xc) | ∀yuc, ∃yc, Q(x, yuc, yc) ⇒ P (x, yuc, yc) ∈ E}. We willpresent a more generi algorithm in the next setion. The ontroller desribes how to hoosethe stati ontrols; when the ontrolled system is in state (x, xc), and when an event yuc ours,any value yc suh that Q(x, xc, yuc, yc) and K(x, xc, yuc, yc) an be hosen. The behavior of thesystem supervised by the ontroller is then modeled by (S‖Sc) ⊲ K.Determination of the ontroller. Assume now that we have omputed a ontroller K ∈

B[X, Xc, Y c, Y uc]. K is non-deterministi w.r.t. the ontrollable variables, in the sense that foreah state of the system and for eah valuation of the unontrollable variables, there might existsseveral valuations for the ontrollable ones that respets K. Obviously, this non-determinism hasto be solved in some ways. One possibility is to enapsulate in the system, a prediate solver,that either asks an external user to make a hoie amongst the possible solutions or that itselfperformed a random hoies amongst them. Following a method similar to the one desribedin [12℄, another possibility is to derive from the ontroller a set of funtions F c
i that depends on

X , Xc, Y uc and some fresh phantom variables φi, one for eah ontrollable variables, namely:
INRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 17
K(X, Xc, Y c, Y uc) ⇔ ∃(φi)i≤ℓ































Y c
1 = F c

1 (X, Xc, Y uc, φ1)
· · ·
Y c

i = F c
i (X, Xc, Y uc, Y c

1 , · · · , Y c
i−1, φi)

· · ·
Y c

ℓ = F c
n(X, Xc, Y uc, Y c

1 , · · · , Y c
ℓ−1

, φℓ)
K ′(X, Xc, Y uc)In other words, whatever the valuation of a tuple (x, xc, yuc, yc), there exists a valuation (vφi

)i≤ℓof (φi)i≤ℓ suh that yc
i = F c

i (x, xc, yuc, vφi
).At this point, either the variables (φi) an be seen as new inputs of the system or an beeliminated by hoosing for eah of them a value. Note that in this ase, we loose the equivalene(only ⇒ impliation is kept). For larity reasons, this is the seond hoie we have made in thispaper.Remark 1. With the determination of the ontroller, part of the solutions an be atually lost,when the synthesized ontroller is not deterministi (but the safety property is kept); and inthis sense the modular ontrol is sub-optimal. It is an interesting perspetive indeed to replaeloal random seletions with a heuristi taking into aount some of the interations betweenomponents. Note however, that it is possible to keep the maximal behavior by keeping the newphantom variables.4.2 Modular ontrol of STS4.2.1 Contrats ompositionLet onsider now a hierarhially designed program, i.e., a STS S(X, Y, Z) omposed of sub-omponents S1, . . . , Sn, together with additional loal ode S′ (as in Figure 18). We have then:

S(X, Y, Z) = (S′‖S1‖ . . . ‖Sn)
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S ′
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S
nFigure 18: STS omposed of several subomponentsNote that Y uc

i ⊆ X ∪Y uc ∪Y c ∪Z, namely the unontrollable variables of the lower level anbe de�ned either by state, unontrollable or ontrollable inputs, or outputs variables of the uppersystem.Thus to proeed to the enapsulation we need to rename the variables Y uc
i aording totheir new name in the new system.We assume that eah sub-omponent Si(Xi, Yi, Zi) omes with a ontrat Ci = (Sc

i , Ai, Gi),with Sc
i (X

c
i , Yi ∪ Zi, ∅), Ai ∈ B[Xc

i ], Gi ∈ B[Xc
i ], and that a ontroller Ki has been omputedsuh as, for all i, (Si‖Sc

i ) ⊲ Ki |= Ci.We want now to obtain a ontroller K for the system S to ful�ll a ontrat C = (Sc, A, G),with Sc(Xc, Y ∪ Z, ∅), A ∈ B[Xc] and G ∈ B[Xc]. One way to do this is to ompute theRR n° 7111



18 Delavalt, Marhand & Ruttenwhole dynami of S and to ontrol it using the previous method, but this would lead to a statespae explosion. Instead, we will use the ontrats of the sub-omponents as an abstration ofthem. Thus, we use an abstrated STS Ŝ, de�ned as the omposition of S′ with the systempart of the subontrats, onstrained with the properties enfored by Ki on eah of the sub-omponents. In other words, we take the assume and enfored parts of the subontrats asenvironment model of the abstrated system. Moreover, the Zi variables were outputs of thelower level. As we abstrat away the body of this system, these variables have now to beonsidered as unontrollable variables of the upper system (indeed, there is no way to know theirvalue). Besides, the value of these variables is normally omputed aording to the value of Y uc
1and internal variables. Hene there exists ausality problems between these variables and thevariables of the upper level. This ausality onstraint will be resolved by the design of a moregeneral ontroller synthesis algorithm, on whih we will ome bak in Setion 4.2.2. We de�nethe new system to be ontrolled as follows:

Ŝ(X, Y uc ∪ Z1 ∪ . . . ∪ Zn, Y c, Z) =
(

S′‖
(

Sc
1 ⊲ (A1 ⇒ G1)

)

‖ . . . ‖
(

Sc
n ⊲ (An ⇒ Gn)

)

)We should notie that, in order to the STSs Si, ontrolled by their ontroller, to be evaluated ina orret environment, the prediates Ai must be satis�ed. Therefore, we de�ne a new ontrat
Ĉ, whih will be used to ompute a ontroller on Ŝ :

Ĉ = (Sc, Â, Ĝ) where {

Â = A

Ĝ = G ∧ A1 ∧ . . . ∧ AnWe ompute now the ontroller K, enforing the ontrat C on the STS Ŝ :
Ŝ ⊲ K |= ĈThe orretion of this method is given by the following result, stating that the ontroller K,omputed for the abstrated system Ŝ, is a orret ontroller for the onrete system, i.e., Sontrolled by K ful�ls the ontrat C.Theorem 1.If Ŝ ⊲ K |= Ĉ and for all i, (Si‖Sc

i ) ⊲ Ki |= Ci, then:
(

S′‖(S1‖S
c
1) ⊲ K1‖ . . . ‖(Sn‖S

c
n) ⊲ Kn

)

⊲ K |= C4.2.2 Control of an STS with sub-ontratsAs mentioned in the previous setion, there exists ausality dependenies between the Zi variablesand the Y c
i variables, in the sense that the omputation of the value of the variables Zi dependson the value of Y c

i , whih must then be omputed before. Moreover, the Y c
i an be omputedaording to the value of some other variables of the upper-level system. In the following, wedenote by X1 ≺ X2 the fat that X2 depends on X1. This relation is straightforwardly extendedto variable sets:

X̃ ≺ Ỹ
def
= ∀(X, Y ) ∈ X̃ × Ỹ , X ≺ YIn the sequel, we shall onsider the following subsets of Zi : (Z̃i)i≤n, where ∀i ≤ n, Z̃i ⊆ Z̃i−1,and suh that Y c

i ≺ Z̃i. Furthermore, we note Z̃ ′
i = Z̃i \ Z̃i−1.

Y ≺ Z̃0 ≺ {Y c
1 } ≺ Z̃1 ≺ · · · ≺ {Y c

n} ≺ Z̃n (1)INRIA



BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 19Control synthesis algorithm overview. Computing the ontroller K as in Setion 4.1.2 isnot suitable as it does not take into aount the dependenies between the variables. Intuitively,in order to be able to ompute the value of Y c
i we need to know the value of the variables Z̃i.Thus, if we want to be sure that there exists a solution to the determination, the ontrollershould take into aount that the value of the variable Y c

i is orret whatever the value of Z̃i.This is what we apture by omputing the Preuc operator in the following way:
Preuc(E) =

{

(x, xc) |∀yuc, z̃0, ∃yc
1, ∀z̃′1, . . . ,∃yc

n, ∀z̃′n,

Q(x, yuc, yc, z) ⇒ P (x, yuc, yc, z) ∈ E
}Further the omputation of K is similar to the one of Setion 4.1.2.Deterministi ontroller. Conerning the determination of K, we also need to take intoaount the dependenies between the variables. Indeed, the order relation (1) implies that thedeterministi ontroller, as de�ned in Setion 4.1.2, will be a set of funtions F̃ c

i that dependson X, Xc, Y uc, φi and the additional unontrollable inputs Z̃i−1:
K(X, Xc, Y c, Y uc)

⇔

∃(φ1, · · · , φl),























Y c
1 = F̃ c

1 (X, Xc, Y uc, Z̃0, φ1)
· · ·
Y c

i = F̃ c
i (X, Xc, Y uc, Y c

1 , · · · , Y c
i−1, Z̃i−1, φi)

· · ·
Y c

n = F̃ c
n(X, Xc, Y uc, Y c

1 , · · · , Y c
n−1, Z̃n−1, φl)These F̃ c

i funtions are related with F c
i , de�ned in Setion 4.1.2, by F̃ c

i = ∀Z̃i, F
c
i . Theexistene of F̃ c

i is then ensured by the modi�ed version of the ontrol synthesis algorithm we givefurther. One again, we an further eliminate the variables (φi) by hoosing a partiular valuefor eah of them.5 ImplementationFigure 19 illustrates the ompilation proess for BZR implementing our method. Boxes withround orners indiate data (soure ode, target ode, intermediate formats); retangular boxesindiate tools and operations. It is built around synhronous ompilation and DCS tehnology,and borrows essentially two pre-existing tools (indiated in stripped boxes). One is a synhronousompiler: Heptagon, used in order to (i): ompile the nodes into a format aepted by theDCS tool, and (ii): ompile the omposition of the triangularized ontroller with the originallyunontrolled automaton, hene building the ontrolled automaton, and generating exeutableode for it. The other is a DCS tool: Sigali.The BZR ompiler has also been used for a ase study of a video display senario on a mobilephone.6 PerformanesThe bottlenek of our approah is learly the synthesis time, as the algorithm is based on theexploration of the state spae of eah node. This setion thus shows some typial synthesis timeon multitasks systems, with and without use of modularity.RR n° 7111
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Figure 19: BZR ompilation proess.
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BZR Contrats for Modular Disrete Controller Synthesis 21The system onsidered here is omposed of 3n tasks, to be enfored exlusive, as showed inSetion 3.2. These 3n tasks are omposed of n delayable tasks (Figure 12) and 2n rejetabletasks (Figure 20: tasks requests an be rejeted but are not memorized). Three experiments areful�lled:1. the 3n tasks are inlined into the same node: the state spae to explore orresponds thento the entire state spae of the 3n automata omposition;2. the 3n tasks are deomposed into three nodes instantiation of n inlined tasks, as in Se-tion 3.2: three separate synthesis are then performed (one for n delayable tasks, one for nrejetable tasks and one for the main node);3. likewise, the 3n tasks are deomposed into three nodes, but we also use the modularity toperform the three synthesis in parallel: this is possible, sine they do not depend on eahother's results.
rejectable(r,c,e) = act

Idle

Active

act = false

act = true

e r∧c

r∧¬c

Figure 20: Rejetable taskFigure 21 shows the ompared synthesis time for eah of these experiments. They have beenful�lled on a standard PC with two 2.33 GHz ores, and 4 Gb of RAM. The non-monotony ofthe two urves are explained by the sensitivity of the underlying algorithms, whih makes thesynthesis time hard to predit. Nevertheless, these measurements shows that modularity animprove the usability of disrete ontroller synthesis. We an see, e.g., that while synthesis fail(for lak of memory) in �inlined� mode for n = 14, 15 and n > 16, suh systems when adequatelystrutured an be handled in few seonds. Moreover, modularity allows to gain some synthesistime by parallelizing the synthesis omputations.7 ConlusionWe have proposed a programming-level method, based on the �design by ontrats� priniple, toapply modular disrete ontroller synthesis, integrated into a ompilation proess. This methodallows to apply DCS on subomponents of a system, in order to ompute one single ontrollerfor eah of these subomponents. These ontrollers an then be omposed with their assoiatedomponents, before their omposition in an upper-level omponent. The ontrats an then beused to ompute a ontroller for this upper-level omponent, abstrating the bodies of its sub-omponents; and so on. On the other hand, in the omparison between modular and monolithiRR n° 7111
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Figure 21: Compared synthesis time for 3n automata in inlined, modular and modular+parallelmodessynthesis, we have the advantage of breaking down the ost of synthesis omputations (as we onlykeep the guaranty at the upper level and not the urrent node that an be itself a ompositionof several nodes), for whih real-size evaluations are in our projets. We have also proposed anew nondeterministi synhronous language with ontrats, named BZR, as implementation ofthis approah. We have shown how this language an be ompiled towards symboli transitionsystems, and how modular ontrollers are omputed and reomposed.Further work an be ful�lled toward several diretions. This method ould be applied indi�erent omponent framework, so as to explore its interation with atual industrial design�ow. Some work is in progress within the Fratal framework. Suh integration in atual design�ow entails a greater interativity with the programmer: thus, e�orts on diagnosis should bemade. Some methods should be proposed to get intelligible informations to the programmerwhen the synthesis fail, whih is not urrently possible. Another interesting prospet would alsobe, when synthesis fail, to use the synthesis algorithm to infer some additional onstraints onthe ontrats of the program to in order to allow the synthesis to sueed.In a more tehnial onern, some other ontroller synthesis methods or algorithms ouldreplae the Sigali tool. This work only address invariane objetives: other kind of synthesisobjetive (aessibility, attrativity) would jeopardize the modularity properties. An interestingprospet would then to deal with suh synthesis objetives.Referenes[1℄ S. Abdelwahed and W. Wonham. Supervisory ontrol of interating disrete event systems.In 41th IEEE Conferene on Deision and Control, pages 1175�1180, Las Vegas, USA,INRIA
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node delayable(r,c,e:bool)

returns (act:bool)

let

automaton

state Idle

do act = false

until r & c then Active

| r & not c then Wait

state Wait

do act = false

until c then Active

state Active

do act = true

until e then Idle

end

tel

node ntasks(c,r1, . . . , rn,e1, . . . , en)

returns (a1, . . . , an:bool)

contract

let

ca1 = a1 & (a2 or ... or an);
...

can−1 = an−1 & an;

one = a1 or . . . or an;

pone = false fby one;

tel

assume (not pone or c) INRIA
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enforce not (ca1 or ... or can−1) & (c or not one)

with (c1, . . . , cn:bool)

let

a1 = inlined delayable(r1, c1, e1);
...

an = inlined delayable(rn, cn, en);
tel

node main(r1, . . . , r2n,e1, . . . , e2n)

returns (a1, . . . , a2n:bool)

contract

let

ca1 = a1 & (a2 or ... or a2n);
...

ca2n−1 = a2n−1 & a2n;

tel

assume true

enforce not (ca1 or ... or ca2n−1)

with (c1,c2:bool)

let

(a1, . . . , an) = ntasks(c1,r1, . . . , rn,e1, . . . , en);

(an+1, . . . , a2n) = ntasks(c2,rn+1, . . . , r2n,en+1, . . . , e2n);

tel
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